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I. Overview of the Study 

Competitive environment has become more and more dynamic with internationalized, customer driven markets 

and sophisticated customers with greater service demands, in terms of variety, quality, reliability and response 

time[3].Increased phase of technological innovations resulting in  product and manufacturing process 

improvements. Product lifecycles have been shortened with expanded product proliferation [1]. 

The paradigms of competitive trade-offs [2] are changing, so the firms need to become agile to prosper in 

dynamic environment. Agility is the ability of successfully market low-cost, high quality products with short lead 

times  in varying volumes that provide value through customers. Agility merges four distinctive competencies of 

cost, quality, dependability and flexibility [1],[2],[3].Agility builds the capability to respond quickly to 

unanticipated market-place changes where flexibility requires changing conditions defined ahead of time [4],[5]. 

Expectations of customers in terms of customized features makes customers engaged more closely with  

manufacturing, moving towards customer-driven manufacturing plant. Firms of future must be able to deal with 

customized product orders, converting make-to-order organizations towards  engineer-to-order[3].Ubiquity 

provided by internet and computing and responsive manufacturing systems, such as 3D printing, necessitates  

new paradigm of product realization, personalized  products tailored to individual preferences[6]. 

 

II.  Product innovation  

Small firms  are usually strong in innovation and innovate more than twice per employee in monolithic 

firms[29]. And they contribute two to four times more innovations per dollar of research and development 

(R&D) than large counterparts [30],[28].  Compared to monolithic enterprises, firms  with flatter structure and 

less management levels, produce easy to change  organizational cultures that support innovation [24], [28]..  

Small technology start‐ups, specially the spin‐out of university research, will be strongly R&D intensive. 

This might exclude some other skills that are necessary for successful entrepreneurial or international growth, 

which is essential for survival [27].  

Innovations have to be properly incorporated in to product families with successful implementation [24], [28]. 

Achieving standardized processes can ensure robust and efficient manufacturing. But there is contradictory 

nature between innovation and standardized procedures, where standardization hinders the possible 

deviation/adjustment or creative thinking [25]. But today’s intense competition requires that firms excel 

simultaneously in several areas without trade-off, including innovativeness, operational excellence and 

responsiveness to their customers .This requires a new product development technique coupled with robust yet 

rapid manufacturing  systems [3],[26] 

 

III. Personalization as the New Manufacturing Paradigm  

Personalization has become evolving novel manufacturing paradigm replacing the mass customization, where 

customers create innovative products by collaborating with manufacturers and other consumers. This co-design 

process is enabled by an open product architecture, on-demand manufacturing systems, and responsive cyber-

physical system involving user participation in design, product simulation/certification, manufacturing [7]. 

Abstract: To stay competitive in this 21st century global industrialization, companies must possess new 

operation strategies,   such as capability of reacting to unpredictable market changes, simultaneously 

launching new products in a cost-effective and efficient way. Design and manufacture of new products in 

short flexible runs, and within an undeveloped manufacturing ecosystem poses special difficulties for small 

firms. They regularly face the need of management control model which support flexible, creative and 

robust manufacturing capabilities. This conceptual study will propose a model that support healthy blend 

between, entrepreneurial, creative culture and disciplined, production culture 
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Need for a responsive manufacturing system has been indicated by several researches during the recent history 
and has led to the emergence of several manufacturing paradigms such as Reconfigurable Assembly System , 
Evolvable Assembly Systems  and Evolvable Production[8]. 
According to [9], Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) is designed at the outset for rapid change in the 

system configuration, while machines, and controls to quickly adjust production capacity and functionality in 

response to market changes.It has been identified that the innovation itself is not sufficient for survival of the 

firm. Robust process control and manufacturing in short runs, has been the specific challenge for most spinoffs 

[10]. Productivity and responsiveness are the two fundamental aspects to focus in achieving competitive 

advantage  through  qualitative success as well as quantitative success. Responsive manufacturing enables SMEs 

to operate in a flexible batch-production environment and to respond to changes and disturbances imposed by 

customers or the production system itself [11].  The fourth stage of industrialization is been characterized by 

smart  factories and  Cyber-Physical Production Systems comprised of smart machines, warehousing systems and 

production facilities, that have been developed digitally and feature end-to-end ICT-based integration [3],[12]. 

 

IV. Research Design and Objectives 

Identify the current management control models available in the selected, representative companies in the 

manufacturing sector, while focusing on the differences with  the proposed model. Developing the proposed 

operational control model addressing the major factors identified in the previous study. Validation of the 

developed conceptual framework using case based analysis, using the data of different scenarios and contexts 

identified. Unstructured and semi structured interviews were used for data gatherings. Sample of ten medium 

scale manufacturing businesses engaged in product design and manufacturing will be used. Also supply chain 

dynamics, physical and chemical manufacturing transformations, product design and development, and 

Operator-Manager and Designer-Manufacturer organizational dynamics will incorporated.  Professionals 

including product design and development and management areas are the main focus areas. Main hypothesized 

components of the study will be discussed in detail in the following sections  

 

V. Real Time Analytical and Control Systems 

Current  used approach of a centralized planning and scheduling of production demands  will not be sufficient  in 

terms of speed, and  inefficient to meet new requirements of dynamic and volatile markets [12]. A new generation 

of innovative, rapidly deployable, self-configuring plug-and-produce assembly systems, to meet a wide range of 

individual assembly requirements and enhanceable without disrupting production is needed [5].These  systems 

have been proposed in 2002 built in  and practically tested  in 2011 inside a testing environment in Germany  and 

Switzerland [13],[14] Main characteristics of these systems are identified as Process oriented modularity, Multi-

agent based distributed control, Process flow structure and Customer Order Decoupling[12]. 

Products developed with customer involvement under product personalization will need real time manufacturing 

covering numerous aspects. To support personalization and on-demand manufacturing, computational tools 

integrated with the physical design and manufacturing systems will be necessary. Systems that are built from and 

depend upon the synergy of computational and physical components are called Cyber-Physical Systems(CPS) 

[13]. CPS capture data through sensors, process them with software from embedded controllers, use the Internet 

and cloud computing for mutual communication between the connectors and interact with real world through 

consumer electronic devices[14],[13]. 

The list of possible applications of CPS in the industrial production is diverse. Mobile and real-time assistance 

systems with context-sensitive user interfaces, which control and monitor production processes constantly. Self-

organizing and networked production equipment detects and configures their components and tools. These 

systems are capable of independently searching over internet in case of missing process parameters [12]. 

Most importantly advanced analytics and monitoring systems should be in place to ensure the manufacturability 

and usability of individual designs. While individual designers having the freedom to personalize their design, the 

design space should be bounded by limits on safety, manufacturability and reliability. Advanced analysis will be 

needed to verify safety and reliability of these highly individualized products and perform human-in-the-loop 

simulations. Reconfigurable assembly systems, process control systems and supply chain management tools will 

also be needed to accommodate the wide variety in production mix[6],[13]. 

Agile enterprise needs a different quality management system considering  the re-configurability  and dynamics 

of real time  processing. Also agile  and multi-tasking workforce, capable of redesigning their work places, 

solving quality-related problems and team-to-team learning, improving equipment availability, using error-

proofing processes, dealing with increased complexity will build a synergic effect [6],[13]. 

Responsive  process control system identifies optimum operation targets and quickly triggers action in the process 

where there is a deviation from the set standard is required. Variation is detected early so actions can be taken 

quickly before important process outcomes are adversely affected [32].   
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Considering daily work is conducted as a “running experiment” rather than as periodic tests enabling processes to 

be tested and continually refined and improved. This can reduce the amount of rework and defective stock piles. 

Also processes with built-in tests to signal problems early in the process, before they escalate and damage 

customer value is a novel and effective initiative under lean six-sigma [32],[33]. 

Built-in process performance measuring systems, similar to the proposed have been highly effective. 

Numerically controlled machines which had in built accuracy measurement prevented defects from moving 

forward. They had major impact on production rates, improved quality and accuracy, more accurate control of 

the machine and easier integration [15]. 

 

VI. Personalized Products through Additive Manufacturing 

In design and manufacture of a new product, the time required to crystallize the concept, develop detailed design 

and launch the product in the market needs to be kept at a minimum, for the product to be successful in the 

market[16]. In an effort to reduce this, rapid prototyping (RP) has emerged as a means to shorten design lead 

times. RP deals with processes that are quickly able to convert 3D CAD models into physical parts. Though RP 

aids the designer to crystallize the design concept, manufacturing difficulties are given lesser consideration. 

Also RP machines are extremely expensive which makes an investment, that cannot be realized through 

manufacturing [16].  

Therefore most manufacturing firms have been investing on Rapid Computer Aided Manufacturing modules, 

that facilitates quick generation of the tool path and execution of machining of the designed component directly 

from a 3D CAD model. This will be using  the same  conventional machining  to rapidly produce the final 

component directly from a CAD model [19]. Even though this has been successful in reducing  design and 

development cost and lead time to market  in batch or mass production, It will be redundant in  customized 

unique products  with minimum usage of tools. 

To achieve the greater extents of responsiveness, firms must be able to diverge product design from 

manufacturing, where limitations of manufacturing capabilities does not restrict the design. Independent 

additive manufacturing which is not based on designated tools or specific machineries will support unique 

designs not being restricted by costs involved in conventional manufacturing.  Evolving and novel 

manufacturing paradigm will be the product personalization, which relies on an open product platform that 

allows various modules, including customer designed modules to be integrated together. Similar to the mass 

customization [17], that were based on common modules, customized modules and product family design, a 

personalized product is based on open architecture[18]. These on demand, designed products have common 

modules that are unique for product platform. Customized modules that give a choice to mix and select and 

personalized modules to represent customer voice and allow them to creatively design. 

As a rapid response to the unique consumer demand, manufacturing system must provide flexibility in 

fabricating personalized product features and modules and assembling these modules with other manufacturer 

supplied modules[6]. Additive manufacturing that cost effectively creates 3D solid objects directly from a CAD 

model is considered as enabling technology towards personalization [19]. Innovative companies will use 3D 

printing technologies to give themselves a competitive advantage by offering customization at the same price as 

their competitor’s standard products. Also it will support product innovation by both  rapid  3D  prototyping  

and developing tools and machinery components of a new production facility [19][6] making the new product 

launch faster. 

These products may be personalized and unique that might never be produced again. Manufacturing processes 

that do not involve tools in manufacturing, such as additive manufacturing (AM) techniques can be a proper 

solution.  Though the AM is  still at primitive and experimental stage,  some fields of AM such as 3D printing, 

the fastest growing sector of additive manufacturing, use print-heads to dispense droplets of material to create 

parts in designed  layers without using any tools  [20],[21]. 

3D printing can be used to fabricate final production components and devices in order to achieve rapid 

scalability [23]. Another alternative is dynamically creating the tools required for the dynamic product or 

process where  in the case dedicated tools needed, AM fabricates the  tools, which has been called “rapid 

tooling” [22]. 

Presently AM is being used for production of customized or short-run, high-value products in order to avoid 

having to use tooling. In the future, AM should be used for an increasing number of applications, particularly as 

the technology and materials improve. For applications where direct AM is either not appropriate or not 

feasible, a rapid tooling approach may be suitable [34]. 

 

VII. Summery and Conclusion  

Evolution of manufacturing paradigms have paved the way to responsive and personalized manufacturing. 

Industry has been responding the requirement of control systems through Cyber physical systems,  agile 

systems, Computer aided manufacturing and   Integration of process planning & scheduling(IPPS).  Though the 
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systems promising return-on-investment   in higher  scale, firms find it difficult to cope up  with the cost and 

technological capability for adaptation of the system. 

There exists a requirement of a responsive yet affordable control system that can preserve the creative instincts 

of the small firms while achieving capability of manufacturing. 

The proposed model have discovered the highly creative engaged and dynamic workforce as the true strength 

behind innovation.   Employee leadership and delegation of process control decision making along with operator 

initiated innovation will ensure the current rate of innovation to foster. Also the delegation and involvement of 

operator level in decision making will empower and groom them for next level of skilled managers.  

Process level decision making will be simplified and deskilled through integrated process performance 

measurement through real time process  analytical tools. Currently this is done through complex analysis 

process which necessitates the engagement of managerial position. Small firms suffer from an inherent problem 

of lack of skilled professionals for process improvement and day to day management. The new control model 

will release the managers for more important tasks while grooming the current operator level employees  as a 

contingency plan. 

When SMEs will focus on specialized niche markets, highly responsive manufacturing meathod is necessary for 

manifesting customer personalized products or short run. This will demand the simultaneous design and 

manufacture of new models while also testing for predefined constrains of manufacturability and safety.  

Customer will never be restricted by manufacturing related constraints in conventional manufacturing  systems , 

where additive manufacturing will diverge product design from manufacturing 

 

VIII. Project outcomes and Further research  

Developing a new flexible management control model, which can handle high variability in manufacturing 

processes while maintaining the creative ability and building capability of rapid manufacturing  will be the main 

outcome of the study. This management control model can be used for increased product range of SMEs in high 

value manufacturing  sector and also to scale their growth. Maintaining   robust and rigorous manufacturing   

level while maintaining to higher product range and flexibility  can be achieved by using  the model . 

This can act as a comprehensive roadmap for novel firms, targeting manufacturing maturity in while reducing 

the current mortality rate of SMEs.  Overall improvement in product and process innovation with minimum risk 

involved is another growth aspect which contributes to the overall economic value creation.  Innovative and 

flexible manufacturing facilities resulting from the model can contribute towards wider product line using 

minimum resources or investment 
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